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BridgeBio Pharma:
Discovering and Developing Drugs for Patients With Genetic Diseases*
Thousands of rare and genetic diseases, such as TaySachs, sickle cell anemia, and various cancers, affect
more than 350 million people globally. Many of these
diseases are considered rare, and most of them are acute
with intense symptoms that compromise quality of life
and result in high mortality rates. Unfortunately, nearly
30 percent of individuals with genetic diseases are not
expected to live past the age of five.
BridgeBio is working to change Portfolio of drugs and
interventions targeting
that by creating effective,
targeted treatments for
patients with genetic diseases.
Through its differentiated
biopharmaceutical discovery
genetic diseases
and development platform,
BridgeBio has developed a portfolio of therapeutics
that are targeting more than a dozen genetic diseases
for which BridgeBio has specific expertise. Across
the spectrum from pre-clinical to late-stage clinical
development, innovation and empathy remain critical
to the BridgeBio ethos. The more than 50 employees
at BridgeBio who are dedicated to research and
development seek to develop therapies that target genetic
mutations and stop the diseases at their source. In the
coming years, BridgeBio hopes to use its differentiated
platform to launch therapies that contribute meaningful
solutions to patients with genetic diseases.
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* The case study about the company from the health care growth portfolio
shown above represents what we believe to be the most demonstrative
example of the corresponding challenge. The specific portfolio company
identified is not representative of all of the investments made, sold, or
recommended for advisory clients, and it should not be assumed that the
investment in the company identified was or will be profitable. Sourced
information for this case study is Global Genes: Rare Diseases Facts and
Statistics (2015).
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COFCO Meat: Converting Waste to Fertilizer*
A growing appetite for animal protein among Chinese
consumers has led to an increase in industrialized
farming. This approach to meat production comes with
environmental challenges, such as extensive animal
waste. Our portfolio company COFCO Meat (“COFCO”),
a vertically integrated pork producer based in China, is
focusing on creating a more efficient and useful process
for manure disposal. The scale of the problem is large:
COFCO’s production results in roughly 600,000 tons of
manure annually in the Jilin, China region.
Sustainably planted
In partnership with the U.S.
Grains Council and China
Agriculture University, COFCO
is conducting a pilot project
hectares to prove the
to demonstrate that fertilizing
concept of animal
land with fermented manure
waste fertilization
improves farming efficiency. For
this project, COFCO received the 2017 Eco-Project Grant
from KKR. In the project’s first year, the team sought to
prove the concept by converting approximately 60,000
tons of manure into fertilizer, which it applied to 67
hectares of land to raise the soil nutrient content. On this
land, the team tested various crops including rice, which
showed a 100 percent increase in productivity compared
with the normal practice of using chemical fertilizer. The
team also harvested approximately 2.5 tons of sunflower
seeds and 67.5 tons of sorghum that generated $150,000
in additional revenue. COFCO seeks to scale and promote
this method of manure fertilization to improve land use
and add economic value in surrounding villages.
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* The case study about the company from the private equity portfolio shown
above represents what we believe to be the most demonstrative example
of the corresponding challenge. The specific portfolio company identified
is not representative of all of the investments made, sold, or recommended
for advisory clients, and it should not be assumed that the investment in the
company identified was or will be profitable.
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Industrials Investments: Building Stronger Companies
Through Employee Engagement and Ownership*
Driving change in a business can be difficult. Old habits
are hard to break and new initiatives may fall flat if
employees are not enthusiastic about ensuring the
initiatives’ success. With operational transformation at
the core of its investment strategy, KKR’s Industrials
team recognized these issues and is addressing them by
increasing employee engagement.
This multifaceted approach includes making investments
in the work- force through efforts such as safety and
skills training and supporting partnerships with an
alignment of needs between portfolio companies and
nonprofits. However, the centerpiece of the strategy is
the belief that every employee, no matter his or her level
of seniority, should be able to think, act, and engage as
an owner in the business.

“Through our engagement model, we have seen
how the alignment and excitement of broadbased employee ownership can contribute to
creating exceptional outcomes.”
PETE STAVROS
Member and Head of Industrials, KKR

To achieve this, in partnership with portfolio company
management teams, KKR Industrials has implemented
a management equity program at Capital Safety**,
Capsugel**, C.H.I. Overhead Doors, and Gardner Denver
through which more than 11,000 employees were granted
either direct or indirect ownership in the company. Prior
to KKR’s involvement, ownership was concentrated in a
small group of senior managers, if at all.
We believe that this broader ownership mindset will
engage employees in a substantial way that benefits
both them and the company. On realized investments to
date, the value distributed to employee-owners at KKR
Industrials portfolio companies totals nearly $500 million,
with even the most junior workers receiving thousands
of dollars when KKR exited these investments.
Going forward, this engagement and ownership strategy
will continue to be embedded in future KKR Industrials
investments wherever possible.
* The case study about the companies from the private equity portfolio shown
above represents what we believe to be the most demonstrative example
of the corresponding challenge. The specific portfolio companies identified
are not representative of all of the investments made, sold, or recommended
for advisory clients, and it should not be assumed that the investment in the
companies identified was or will be profitable.
** KKR exited Capital Safety in 2015 and Capsugel in 2017.
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A Look Back: Recovering From Natural Disasters*
Greater intensity of extreme weather events is a known
result of a changing climate. Unequivocally, 2017 was a
year of historic storms and disasters across the United
States, the Caribbean, and Latin America. From violent
hurricanes to severe wildfires to a massive earthquake,
each of these disasters destroyed homes and disrupted
businesses.
Many of our U.S.-based businesses were directly affected
this past year, sustaining damage at manufacturing,
distribution, and service centers. Others were affected
indirectly through the devastation experienced by their
employees and customers.
For example, in the wake of Hurricane Harvey, National
Vision was forced to temporarily shut down multiple
store locations, and focused on providing support to
employees and customers in affected areas. Academy
Sports + Outdoors in Houston, Texas, turned its
headquarters into a unified command center and hosted
teams from the U.S. National Guard, U.S. Army, Texas
Department of Public Safety, Emergency Medical
Services crews, and others. After Hurricane Irma,
Travelopia’s facility in the British Virgin Islands became
a shelter for its employees.
With these recent events in mind, we are strengthening
preparedness and response plans at KKR and at our
companies to improve our disaster management
capabilities. Evaluating the impacts of these disasters is
increasingly important. Members of the KKR team and
leaders at portfolio companies are studying issues such as
facility location, building design, and insurance coverage.
* The case study about the companies from the private equity portfolio shown
above represents what we believe to be the most demonstrative example
of the corresponding challenge. The specific portfolio companies identified
are not representative of all of the investments made, sold, or recommended
for advisory clients, and it should not be assumed that the investment in the
companies identified was or will be profitable.
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OVH: Reducing Data Center Energy Use*
An increasing number of people and devices are
connecting to the Internet and interacting with more
data-intensive web content. This creates a need for
more data than ever before. While this interaction
enables important flows of information, it also consumes
a tremendous amount of energy. Thus, we believe
improving data center efficiency is critical to managing
not only the energy inputs required for more data, but
also the climate impacts that this energy demand places
on the planet.
OVH, a leading provider of cloud services, is taking an
integrated approach to reducing its environmental impact
and associated costs through better data center design.
As part of its efforts to reduce the use of energy, all of
OVH’s data centers use a combination of water-cooling
technology and building design instead of air conditioning
to cool its servers. Through this and other tactics, OVH
has achieved a Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of
1.09, which means that the company’s operations are
approximately 36 percent more energy efficient than an
average data center. Recognizing the need for continuous
improvement, OVH is leading other environ- mentally
focused initiatives such as investing directly in turbines
for the production of wind power in France.
* The case study about the company from the private equity portfolio shown
above represents what we believe to be the most demonstrative example
of the corresponding challenge. The specific portfolio company identified
is not representative of all of the investments made, sold, or recommended
for advisory clients, and it should not be assumed that the investment in the
company identified was or will be profitable. Sourced information for this
case study is Solon Consulting (July 2016).
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Q-Park: Advancing Urban Mobility*
With nearly 70 percent of the world’s population
expected to live in cities by 2050, the need to improve
urban infrastructure and livability is critical. Q-Park,
a leading European parking provider, aims to be a key
player in this transformation.

“Our team has a keen focus on understanding
the future of cities, which is critical to the longterm success of our business.”
SACHA OERLEMANS
Corporate Director of Marketing, Q-Park

Dedicated to supporting smart mobility and repurposing
historic buildings and areas, Q-Park works in partnership with municipalities and city councils. For example,
the company recently partnered with leadership in
Antwerp, Belgium, to repurpose space at the city’s
historic Zuiderdokken canals to create parking and
green space. Q-Park’s innovative approach to reusing
two old ship docks for underground parking will create
parking space for 2,000 cars and 300 bicycles in
addition to electric charging stations for at least 50
cars. After construction of the car parks, Q-Park and
the city will transform the area above ground into a park
so that residents can enjoy gardens and recreational
facilities. Q-Park seeks to support cities so that they
remain accessible and economically viable now and in
the future.
* The case study about the company from the infrastructure portfolio shown
above represents what we believe to be the most demonstrative example
of the corresponding challenge. The specific portfolio company identified
is not representative of all of the investments made, sold, or recommended
for advisory clients, and it should not be assumed that the investment in
the company identified was or will be profitable. Sourced information for
this case study is United Nations World Urbanization Prospects: The 2014
Revision, Highlights (2014).

